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ABSTRACTS
The aim of this project is to automatically generate (the comprehension part of
the) MUET questions for students to practice on, thus allowing them to better prepare
themselves for the MUET exam. The questions are generated through the Question
Generation (QG) approach, an approach that takes an article or paragraph as input and
converts sentences into question form. In our system, the articles are selected
according to a method which chooses the most likely article to appear in a given year
of examination.
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION

Chapter I: INTRODUCTION
1.1)

Motivation and Problem Statement
In preparing for the MUET exam, students usually will practice on past

MUET questions. This helps to build up their confidence before they enter the exam
room, as well as familiarizing them with the examination format. However, one
shortcoming in using past MUET questions for this purpose is that these questions are
limited in numbers. Also, a student preparing for MUET may hope that the questions
they practice on will familiarize themselves with the subject topic that will come up in
the exam. However, practicing on past questions has very poor guarantee that the
student will be exposed to upcoming subject topics, since it is unlikely for past
questions to reappear. Also, it has long been suspected that MUET questions in the
comprehension part are somewhat related to current affairs. Hence, at least for the
comprehension questions, it would be desirable for an experienced teacher to identify
the subject topic that is more likely to appear in the coming exam, and prepare mock
exam questions for the MUET student.
On the other hand, the question generation is not an easy task. In order to
identify a subject topic to use for the questions, a teacher must be well-informed of
past-year questions as well as current affairs. Also, after an article is identified, it is a
tedious task to create questions out of the article.
1.2)

Project Scope
This project will create and develop an application program which implements

the algorithm to generate comprehension type questions based on past MUET
questions as well as news articles obtained from the internet. The articles are
identified through machine learning methods which attempt to identify the subject
topic which is more likely to be relevant for the specific year’s examination. After
articles are identified, questions are generated from the questions and displayed in a
graphical user interface.
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1.3)

Project Objective
There are three important requirements of the application program, which are:

(1) it should able to predict the coming MUET question, and (2) it should able to
generate a set of questions from a complex paragraph or article.
First, the application program will focus on predicting what type of question
or which field of question might come out in the coming MUET exam. After that, the
application program will generate comprehension type questions set based on a
complex paragraph or an article. The questions generated should follow the Standard
English language without any syntax or grammatical error, and be helpful in
examining the understanding of the student.
1.4)

Impact, significance and contribution
Both students and teachers can benefit from this system. Students may use it

as a tool for MUET revision. Teachers can use this for preparing teaching material.
1.5)

Background information
English language, sometimes described as the foremost global lingua franca

(Smith Ross 2005), is also known as the most common language for most of the
people. These days, English language plays a major role in many aspects especially
during business processes and in the sector of education. Mastery of the language
often helps in a person’s career since it provides the person with the skill to deal with
the international world. English language has been ingrained in many Commonwealth
countries such as Malaysia, Brunei, India, etc. The use of the language is important to
developing countries in order to expand their economy and thicken the relationship
bridge with the developed countries.
To evaluate the English proficiency of tertiary students, a special examination
called the Malaysian University English Test (MUET) was introduced in 1999. The
examination was carried out twice a year from 1999 to 2011, that is, during the
middle of the year (April and May) and end of the year (October and November). This
frequency is increased to three times a year from the year 2012. The MUET result is a
grade, called a Band, which is derived from the total score from the various parts of
the exam paper. The highest grade of MUET is Band 6 (around 260 to 300 scores)
while the lowest is Band one (below 100 scores) (Chong, 2007). Candidates of the
2
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MUET exam will be considered as having a high level of English language as long as
they obtained a Band 4 and above grade (around 180 to 219 scores) from the MUET
exam. To reach such level of expertise, most of the candidates or students try their
best to obtain the highest score from MUET exam.
The idea of using technology for exam preparation is not new. The technology
which I consider in this project, Question Generation, is among the better studied
technologies that are being used currently. A study by Luxton-Reilly (2012) has
shown that the use of the Question Generation approach has a constructive effect on
performance in related exam questions and it is faithfully correlated with exam
performance.
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CHAPTER II: LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1)

Question Generation Phase
As discussed in the previous section, Question Generation (QG) is a well-

studied field. According to Vasile (2010), QG is a vital and challenging approach or
system where extraction of knowledge and representation in natural language is
desired. While Question Generation is a very famous approach, no earlier work has
been found which try to use the Question Generation to generate and predict exam
questions set especially generate MUET questions.
Since the common Question Generation processes are similar to the present
processes for MUET, the common techniques of Question Generation approach can
be used for our problem. Nevertheless, depending on the complexity and difficulty of
the question generating process, the Question Generation approach may need to be
modified. In this section, some common methods for generating and ranking question
shall be surveyed.
In the work by Heilman et al. (2011), they studied and investigated the
methods including generating questions based on a text corpus. Basically, the
question generation process is separated into 3 stages, which are:
1. Transformation of Declarative Input Sentences,
2. Question Creation, and
3. Question Ranking
In which each of the stages is separated into several sub-stages which will be
discussed one by one in this section.
During the implementation of stage 1, Heilman et al. (2011) propose two types
of transformation, which are: the extraction of sets of simplified factual statements
from the complex structure of input sentences, and pronoun resolution. During the
process of extraction simplified factual statement, the input sentences are extracted
based on two phenomena: semantic entailment and presupposition. Appendix A
describes the meaning of words in more detail. The semantic entailment that will be
extracted includes adjunct modifiers, discourse connectives and conjunctions. The
meanings of these words are given in Appendix A.
4
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Both of the discourse connectives and adjunct modifiers can be removed from
the clauses, verb phrases, and noun phrases. For instance, from example 2.1, we can
extract example 2.2.
(2.1) Nevertheless, John still did not take his lunch, which was prepared by his wife,
because he is too busy.
(2.2) John still did not take his lunch because he is too busy.
The extraction of adjunct modifiers and discourse connective is based on some criteria
(Heilman et al., 2011). For the conjunctions extraction, the system will split the
complex text or paragraph into several short sentences, which might not include the
conjunctions with “or” and “nor”.
Next, after extracting the semantic entailment, the process will proceed to the
presupposition extraction. Extraction by presupposition aims to convey the
information from text. This is a very important part for stage 1, because if the
sentences are extracted based only on their semantic entailment, it would miss
possibly useful questions about facts. According to Heilman et al. (2011), many
presuppositions contain triggers, which will assist the extraction process to be more
effective and generate the concise questions. However, the work of Michael Heilman
does not address all the possible triggers.
Furthermore, the stage 1 will then proceed to the final process, which is
transformation of declarative input sentences by resolution the pronoun. Pronoun
resolution is also an important process for stage 1 as the generated question will be
vague if extracted statements contained unresolved pronouns, such as he, she, they
and etc. Note that the pronoun replacement will be implemented by using a coreference system called ARKref which will help the system to identify the antecedents
of pronouns. After the pronouns of the sentences being replaced, stage 1 is completely
finished and the processed sentences will then bring to stage 2 which is Question
creation stage.
The text corpus extraction method of Heilman et al. (2011) is much more
complex compared to the alternative that used by Agichtein et al. (2000) in his
research. In their work, Agichtein et al. developed a system called Snowball that
implemented the Dual Iterative Pattern Expansion (DIPRE) algorithm to extract
5
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structured table from a collection of HTML documents and find out the hidden
valuable structured data. His research was more towards extracting and finding out
the organization-location pairs. The DIPRE of snowball will first be trained with a
handful of instances. The tuples are extracted with the method called named-entity
tags for marking the search of new tuples, and then a novel technique is used to
generate patterns. However, his work did not focus on extracting all the relevant
information from the given input, which is the goal of this project.
Apart from that, Feng (2007) proposed a new and expressive framework
which implements Conditional Random Field (CRF) models to formalize the
procedure of information extraction which provide rapid alternative for the extraction
process. However, Feng (2007) focuses more on scientific literature and biomedical
data. Otterbacher et al. (2005) proposes to develop a question-focused sentence
retrieval mechanism by using a topic-sensitive version of the LexRank method.
Nevertheless, the topic-sensitive system restricts users to identify the query topic
themselves. Both these works are not suitable for the goals of this project.
For the question generation (Stage 2), the system of Heilman et al. (2011)
takes a declarative sentence as input, and then produces a set of possible questions for
each sentence. There are six sub-phases included in stage 2, which are:
1. Marking Unmovable Phrase,
2. Generating Possible Question Phrase,
3. Decomposition of Main Verb (optional),
4. Subject-Auxiliary Inversion (optional),
5. Removing Answers and Inserting Question, and
6. Pre-processing.
At the end of the stage 2, some questions will be generated following the question
words: who, what, where, when, whose, and how many. According to Heilman et al.
(2011), stage 2 aims to over-generate grammatical, though not concise or specific,
questions.
In sub-phase 1, the unmovable phrases are marked based on the WH
movement constraints which prevent them to generate ungrammatical question.
Besides, Heilman et al. (2011, p. 61), a set of Tregex expressions is used to mark the
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phrases in an input tree which cannot be answer phrases due to WH movement
constraints. The full set of searching expressions is shown in the Table 2.1.
Purpose
To identify the main verb, which the
system decomposes into a form of do
followed by the base form of verb

To identify the main clause of for
subject-auxiliary inversion

To identify the main clause for subject
auxiliary inversion in sentences with a
copula and no auxiliary (e.g., The
currency’s value is falling).

Expression
ROOT < (S=clause < ( VP =mainvp
[ < (/VB.?/=tensed !<
is|was|were|am|are|has|
have|had|do|does|did)
| < /VB.?/=tensed !< VP ] ) )
ROOT=root < (S=clause <+(?VP./) (VP
<
/ (MD|VB.?)/=aux < (VP <
/VB.?/=verb) ) )
ROOT=root < (S=clause <+ (/VP./) (VP
<
(/VB.?/=copula < is|are|was|were|am)
!< VP) )

Table 2.1: Full set of searching expressions
Next, the sub-phase 2 will generate the possible questions for each marked
unmovable phrases. The system will first mark the source sentence with set of highlevel semantic types and uses these semantic types along with the syntactic structure,
and then generate the possible questions. Note that software called supersense tagger
is used for annotating the source sentences. The selection of WH word for generating
question is based on the condition listed in Appendix A.
After the sub-phase 2, sub-phase 3 and 4 will be skipped if the auxiliary verb
is presented inside the main verb or the answer phrase is a subject noun phrase. For
instance, sub-phase 3 will be performed for the following sentence: Gary played
piano. This sentence will be decomposed into: Gary did play piano before converted
to question. Note that both sub-phase 3 and 4 also implemented the Tregex expression.
In the next sub-phase, the current input tree generated in the previous subphase is copied to produce a new candidate question. The selected answer phrase is
removed and the previously generated question phrase is inserted into the candidate
question. Next, in sub-phase 6, some of post-processing tasks are done to the
candidate question, such as adding question mark to the last position of the question,
remove extra white space, filter out the illogic question and etc.
7
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Previous work of Kunichika et al. (2003) used different methods for question
generation, which is syntactic information. Figure 1 indicates the example of syntactic
information.

Figure 2.1: The example of syntactic information
The methods of Kunichika et al. (2003) are as follow:
1. To ask about the content of one sentence
2. To use synonyms or antonyms
3. To use modifiers appeared in plural sentences
4. To ask the contents by using relative pronoun
5. To ask relationship of space and time
These processes for question generation are fairly similar to the methods
implemented in the work of Heilman et al. (2011) discussed above; while the fifth
method has the distinguishably function compared to others. Kunichika et al. (2003)
use this method to generate the “when” and “where” question sentences using
inclusion relationship and referring to the partial ordering in time information. This is
different with the method of Heilman et al. (2011) for generating “where” and “when”
question based on the condition listed in Appendix A. However, Kunichika and his
team did not describe the algorithms for each of the method and pseudo codes were
not provided in their research. This makes the methods become ambiguous.
2.2)

Question Ranking Phase
After the process of question generation, question ranking is a vital process in

order to check whether the generated questions are valuable or not. Usually, ranked
8
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questions can analyze the consistency of the system while gaining the confidence
from users and become more acceptable. Heilman et al. (2011) proposed a least
squares linear regression that model the questions quality and the question levels
acceptability based on the linguistic factor. The acceptability of a question is modeled
as follows:

Where y indicates the acceptability, x indicates question, f indicates a feature
function, and w indicates a vector of real-valued weight parameter. The feature
function, f, takes a question, x, as an input and return a vector of real-valued numbers.
In order to minimize the sum of the squared errors on training data, an equation is as
below:
∑
where

,

indicates a single instance, and N indicates the total number of training

example. This method uses a set of feature functions to evaluate the value of each
question sentence. The example of the feature functions used to rank the question is
listed at Appendix A.
Crammer et al. (2006) also propose two kinds of Passive Aggressive (PA)
based ranking methods: PA-regression and PA-binary, where PA-regression is an
online linear regression with PA version; while PA-binary is a ranking method that
ranks question by using the binary classifier to sort the scores of question sentence for
whether it is acceptable or not. Table 2.2 and equation below show the algorithms for
both PA-regression and PA-binary.
Algorithm 3 PassiveAggressiveLinearRegression((X,Y),C,T):
A passive aggressive learning algorithm for linear regression, following Crammer et
al. (2006). ,
, and can be modified for binary classification or pairwise ranking (see text).
= (0,…,0)
= (0,…,0)
for t = 1,2,…,T do
sample: ( , ) Є (X, Y)
compute prediction for sample:
=
compute loss based on prediction: = max {0,|
- | - Є}
9
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compute update based on loss:

= min { C,

} sign(

)

update parameters:
=
+
update average:
=
+
/T
end for
return
Table 2.2: The algorithm of PA-regression

{

}

Heilman et al. (2011) carried out an experiment to test the performance
between their ranking method and the ranking methods of Crammer et al. (2006).
They conclude that their least squares linear regression outperforms PA-regression
and PA-binary.
QG approach has recently become more widely available. It is used in a
variety of applications, which include QG for literature review writing support (Liu,
Calvo & Rus, 2006), QG of multiple choice questions from domain ontologies
(Papasalouros, Kanaris & Kotis, 2008) and QG from Web Based semantically treated
search result (Liske, 2011). Since the QG applications employed on a wide range of
domains, the interest of accuracy on the deliverables or parsers of QG become acute.
Black et al. (1991) proposed a prediction method. This method builds the
parse tree from the interest domain by human annotators and uses them to compute a
PARSEVAL value which indicates the performance of the parser. However, this
method is claimed to be too expensive. Besides, Marcus et al. (1993) came out with
an idea of measuring the parser performance on existing treebanks such as WSJ.
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Nevertheless, this method cannot guarantee on the performance of a new domain and
will give incorrect indications.
2.3)

Prediction Phase
Our task in this phase is to predict a subject topic where the MUET question

of a given year is likely to be under, given the prior knowledge of past year MUET
questions as well as the corresponding current affairs for every year. To the best of
my search, I could find no previous publication, or any references on how such a
question prediction task can be performed. Thus, we devise our own technique using
standard machine learning methods. Our prediction method is discussed in Chapter IV.
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CHAPER III: PROPOSED METHOD / APPROACH
3.1)

Design Specifications

3.1.1) Methodologies and General Work Procedures
Four main processes are required to perform for the purpose of achieving the
primary objectives of this project, which are text corpus extraction, question creation,
question ranking, and question prediction. Figure 3.1 below illustrates the flow of the
processes.

Figure 3.1: The flow of the process
The figure shows the flow of the processes of this project. In order to develop
the application program that can solve the problem stated in Session III, the system
development process is guided using the concept of waterfall model software
development methodology. The progress of the software development process is
flowing steadily downwards like a waterfall as show in Figure 3.1. Some of the
system developers criticize that waterfall model is not suitable for non-trivial project
since the process cannot be moving backward if clients tends to change their
requirements frequently. However, it is possible for this project to implement the
waterfall model as the process of QG is knowable, fixed and seldom changes.
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The process begins with the prediction of the MUET exam question that will
be come out in coming MUET exam. To perform so, an assumption was made such
that, the question pattern is depending on the issues surrounding it, says the recent
news or breaking events. Therefore, the news range from 2005 to 2012 is collected
from Google News. Figure 3.2 shows the database of the collected news.

Figure 3.2: The sample collected news database
In order to classify each of the news topic to different categories correctly, the
classification of article in Wiki Vital Article was studied and each features used to
classify the article was learned, for instance, features for Social Science category of
article including “social”, “environment”, “education” and so on while features under
Health article category including “disease”, “nutrition”, and so on.
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Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier was implemented to classify the
collected news. SVM is a supervised learning model in machine learning and a
discriminative classifier. With given labeled training data in supervised learning
process, SVM will output an optimal hyperplane which can further categorize new
examples.

Figure 3.3: SVM obtains the optimal hyperplane
As referring to Figure 3.3, given two classes (in this case, feature and category
of article), there are many lines that can separate the two classes, offering different
solutions to the classification. The SVM algorithm operation will find the hyperplane
that gives the largest minimum distance, known as a margin in SVM’s theory,
between the classes. This optimal hyperplane maximizes the training data margin to
give a better classification solution. The classification process of news will be further
discussed in Chapter IV and the medium used to perform this classification will
discuss at later section.
After training the SVM classifier, the past year MUET questions and the news
collected for each year are classified with the classifier.
In the prediction phase, I look for a function f which accepts as input


The new articles, S, from a period of time relevant to the target
examination paper, and



a subject matter, i,

14
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and gives as output a value, p, which indicates how likely the subject matter i
is to come out in the target examination paper. That is, f(S, i) = p.
This is how the training samples are constructed. For each MUET paper X, I
denote the set of articles collected from a period relevant to X as SX. For each subject
topic i and each SX we denote the output as

, which is computed as

, where N is

the total number of articles that appeared in X, and #i is the total number of articles in
X classified as belonging to topic i. For each paper X and each topic i, (SX, i,

)

forms a training example. During prediction, the set of news from the period of time
relevant to the target paper is used as input S. Each of the subject topic i is tested to
give an output

. The subject topics with the highest

are given as the predicted

topics.
I use a Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) to learn the function f. An MLP is one of
the common Neural Network model, which is an effective artificial intelligence
technology for information processing technique. It performs in such a way that is
similar to biological nervous, in which, the signal received in dendrites represents the
input, nucleus perform the process such as summation and activation, while the axon
that send signal out represents the output (Ng, 2011). The artificial neural network
formed when large numbers of neuron work together (McCulloch & Pitts, 1943)
A neural network consists of perceptrons. A perceptron is a linear classifier
that computes only a single output (either 0 or 1) from multiple inputs. MLP is also
known as a feedforward artificial neural network that consists of multiple layers of
nodes in a directed graph which is completely connected from one layer to another
without directed backward.
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Figure 3.4: A graphical representation of MLP network
For predicting the exam question, MLP was implemented to create a model
which will correctly map the input in to the output. The detail of the process will
further discussed in Chapter IV.
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After the scope or topic of possible MUET questions that might come out are
predicted, the process will then proceed with the transformation of sentences, which
include the transformations of semantic entailment and presupposition extraction that
were employed and implemented in the work of Heilman et al. (2011), discussed in
Sesction II. In order to perform the semantic entailment and presupposition extraction,
the Stanford Parser, which will be scussed in later section, is implemented in order to
parse input texts, tokenize and split the sentence such as conjunctions. The articles
that are related with the predicted topic will be the input for the Stanford Parser.
Besides, ARKref will also be implemented to identify the antecedents of pronouns of a
sentence.
Next, after the factual statement is simplified, question will be generated based
on it. The question generation process is implemented by using the Tregex tree
searching language and supersense tagger which will be discussed in the later section.
Tregex tree will “segment” each sentence into separate nodes and link them together
into a tree call parse tree; while the supersense tagger will labels word tokens with
high level of semantic class and labels proper noun. The input sentence will then be
changed into a question by using WH-movement constraint to determine which WHword to use. The question creation process will end with the task of pre-processing on
each MUET sample questions to make them more reliable.
Lastly, the process will proceeds to the last part of QG approach, question
ranking. To rank the MUET sample question, the method discussed at Session II is
implemented, which is the least squares linear regression method that used by
Michael Heilman et al. (2011). The ranked questions with high marks will be
displayed in the front part of the question set followed by the ranked questions with
less mark and so on.
3.1.2) Tools to use
In order to develop an application program for this project, my choice of
language is Java. Java is an object-oriented and class-based computer programming
language. Java mostly used to develop applications or program for a wide range of
environment. The syntax rules of Java look much like C’s since it is a C-language
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derivative. Java applications usually can run on any Java Virtual Machine (JVM)
regardless of computer architecture. (Yang, 2014)
On the other hand, R Language also has been used to perform the Support
Vector Machine Classification. R is an open source software programming language
and mostly used for the statistical computing environment. It has the ability to analyze
data. Besides, R gives its users access to cutting-edge technology. It allows users to
easily visualize the data, perform machine learning algorithms, and perform some
statistical testing. With new algorithms for different purpose keep adding to the list of
packages, users can always download them and implement for their study. In this
project, package “RTextTools” in R is used for new classification.
Apart from that, WEKA, the project developed by The University of Waikato,
will also be used for MLP. With plenty of machine learning packages and collection
of algorithms which are available publically, WEKA enables machine learning
researches to automate the machine learning process. Besides, with simple user
interface provided in WEKA program, new researches like students will able to learn
and apply in their study.
Furthermore, the integrated development environment (IDE) used to develop
this application program is Eclipse. Eclipse IDE able to support multiple languages
such as Java, PHP, Python, Ruby and so on. It allows developers to program different
program as long as the plugin for the specific language is being installed. On the other
hand, in order to implement R Language, R-studio, an open source IDE is used.
Moreover, the tools that being used in this project included Stanford Phrase
Structure Parser, Tregex Tree, Supersense Tagger, and ARKref. This section will
discuss each of the tools one by one.
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Stanford Phrase Structure Parser
Stanford Phrase Structure Parser is a kind of statistical natural language parser
program which has the function of working out the grammatical sentences structure. It
uses language knowledge from hand-parsed sentences and try to produce the most
probably analysis of new sentences. (Chris Manning et al, 2006) In this project, I use
the latest version of Stanford Phrase Structure Parser, Version 3.3.0, which proposed
in 12th Nov 2013. It is an open-source program which is can be downloaded in
nlp.stanford.edu/downloads/lex-parser.shtml#Download.
Tregex Tree
Tregex Tree is a tool for querying and manipulating tree data structures. According to
Levy & Andrew (2006), “Tregex remedies several expressive and implementational
limitations of existing query tools”. It can be used for matching patterns in tree. It is
also a kind of free software which allows users to implement for research purpose. It
is available in nlp.stanford.edu/downloads/tregex.shtml. In this project, I use version
3.3.0 of Tregex program to transform the sentences input into factual statement for
question generation.
ARKref
One of the tools that I used in this project is ARKref. ARKref is a rule-based
system that uses syntactic information from semantic information from an entity
recognition component to constrain the set of possible mention candidates such as
noun phrases. (Brendan O’Connor et al, 2013). The ARKref is an open-source which
publicly available at http://www.ark.cs.cmu.edu/ARKref. In this project, I use ARKref
tools to identify the antecedents of pronouns of a sentence.
Supersense Tagger
Supersense Tagger is a tool for annotating and assigning text to verb, adverb,
adjective and noun with 45 standard WordNet supersenses. Its functions included
labels word tokens with high level of semantic classes, labels proper nouns and able
to tell whether the noun is proper noun or common noun. It is an open-source tool
which available in sourceforge.net/projects/supersensetag/.
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3.2)

System Design / Overview

Figure 3.5: The System Flow Chart of the Application Program
Figure 3.5 shows the System Flow Chart of my application program. At the
beginning, the system will allows user to select the session (i.e. 2010 May) of the
coming MUET exam. Next, based on the selected session, the system will perform
question prediction to predict the kinds of question which may come out at the
coming MUET exam with the implementation of Bayesian Approach calculation.
After the prediction, the system will access to internet to get the related article.
Question generation process will then performed by the system after the related article
is download successfully. The system will generate question based on the downloaded
article. Then, the system will further proceed to Question Ranking process in which
the generated questions are ranked. Lastly, the ranked questions will be displayed for
user review.
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Figure 3.6 shows that the main graphical user interfaces of the system. Users
are allowed to press the “Generate” button to start the question prediction and
question generation processes. Users must be connected to internet before start the
processes, if not, an error dialog will prompt out as shown in Figure 3.7.

Figure 3.6: The starting graphical user interface of the application

Figure 3.7: The error dialog show up when no internet connection
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Figure 3.8: The graphical user interface of the application after process start perform

Figure 3.9: The graphical user interface of the application after process is done
Figure 3.8 shows the graphical user interface when the question prediction and
question generation processes are started while Figure 3.9 shows the graphical user
interface of the application when the processes are done.
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3.3)

Implementation Issues and Challenges
Currently there is one critical implementation issues and challenge for the

application program, which is, the internet connection. As discussed above, during the
operating process of the system, the system is required to connect to the internet in
order to surf and download the related article. This may lead to incompleteness of the
collection process. The unsuccessful download of article will impede the system from
continuing to perform the rest of the process.
3.4)

Timeline
In order to complete the development of application program smoothly

without any unwanted consequences, a Gantt chart is created to do the project
scheduling to make sure all the required tasks are performed as scheduled. Figure 3.5
shows the Gantt chart for the application program.

Figure 3.10: Gantt Chart for application program
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CHAPTER IV EXPERIMENT AND RESULT
4.1)

Feature Extraction
As discussed at the former chapter, in order to facilitate the news classification,

the initial set of measured data used to classify different article in Wiki Vital Article
was extracted and built into informative values with no redundancy. In general term,
the list of words, that used to define a category, was decomposed into feature. Table
4.1 shows the sample of the feature extraction result.
Keywords

Article Category

education, pollution, environment

Social Science

medical, illness, fitness

Health

pressure, emotion, love

Everyday Life

artificial intelligence, machine learning

Technology

history of, age of, ancient

History

culture, belief, religion

Culture

biology, astronomy, science

Science

Table 4.1: Sample of the feature extraction result
4.2)

Training , Testing and Result
4.2.1) SVM Classification
4.2.1.1)

Training and Testing

The SVM news classification was performed in R environment. The R script for
running the SVM to perform classification will be described in Appendix B. After
installed the required package, which is “RTextTools”, the labeled data set, the
collection of keywords and article categories, were loaded into the R environment and
converted into document term matrix, which is a mathematical matrix that presents
the terms frequency that appear in the list of documents. This is because the
mathematics properties of matrices will make the classifier to perform well.
Besides, in order to train the SVM model, the document term matrix was put into
a container that can be used for training and classification. This is done by using the
create_container methods in “RTextTools”. By setting the whole labeled data set as
training set, the SVM model was trained with train_model method. The news data
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required to classify was then loaded into the R environment as test set. Same goes to
the train data set, test set was also converted into document term matrix and put into
another container. This container was then classified using the trained model with the
help of classify_model method. Figure 4.1 shows the classified news.

Figure 4.1: Classified News
4.2.1.2)

Result

After the news classification, the result was manually compared with the question
set for each year to find out correctness of the assumption made that mentioned in
earlier section. Figure 4.2 shows the statistic data of the news in each year while
Figure 4.3 shows the statistic of question topic that came out in each year.
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Figure 4.2: Statistic data of news in year 2005 to year 2012
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Figure 4.3: Statistic of question topic came out from year 2005 to 2011
Based on the statistic shown in Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3, it is clear that the
assumption was correct, which is, the topic of the question is dependent on the news
during the exam period.
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4.2.2) MLP Classification
4.2.2.1)

Training and Testing

In order to programmatically find out the relationship between news and question,
MLP classification was implemented. The MLP classification was performed in
WEKA program. In this classification, in order to find out the question probability
that will be come out in the coming exam, the features of news (collection of words)
and question topic in the same year with the probability were set as the labeled
training data, in which, the former two as the input of MLP while the latter as the
output of the MLP. Table 4.2 shows the sample training data for year 2012 of MLP
classification.
News features

Question Topic

Probability

suicide, punishment

Social Science

0.965

nursing, medical

Health

0.912

open burning, pollution

Social Science

0.997

fitness, nutrition

Health

0.943

mobile, web services

Technology

0.876

education, university

Social Science

0.961

ancient, islamic

Culture

0.832

Table 4.2: Sample train data for year 2012
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Figure 4.4: The Screen shot of WEKA MLP implementation
Figure 4.4 shows that the implementation of MLP classification in training the
train dataset. As referring to Figure 4.4, the correctly classifies instances of this
training set gained 96.043% of score, which shows that the MLP model is properly
trained. While in the green box and blue box portion in Figure 4.4 shows the detailed
accuracy of each class and the confusion matrix of the training set.

Figure 4.5: Configuration on the test data in WEKA
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Figure 4.6: The result of the MLP Classification
Besides, by loading the testing data in to WEKA environment and configure the
test option to let the MLP model to output the prediction as shown in Figure 4.5, the
outcome of the testing process is shown in Figure 4.6. The red box portion in Figure
4.6 shows the predictions on test split, in which, the prediction score was printed
under each class.
4.2.2.2)

Result

To predict the question in the coming exam, the MLP model of year 2015 will
be used. The output probability will be sorted in descending order as the high score of
output represent the highest probability of the topic that will be come out.
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CHAPTER V: CONCLUSION
5.1)

Conclusion and Future Work
In this report, the MUET question prediction and generation application

program is presented. This application program is developed with the purpose of
solving the problem as discussed at the former section, which is, to assist student for
preparing their MUET exam revision and relieve English teachers from the routine
and tedious work of preparing mock exam questions.
The application program will perform a set of operations in order to achieve
the objective, which include, question prediction, question generation and question
ranking. Apart from that, in order to improve the accuracy of predicted result, pass 8
years of MUET question sets are collected and further analyzed. From the analysis,
every article within the question set is classified into several article categories which
have been discussed at the section III. The Support Vector Machine (SVM) was
implemented to perform the news classification process. Apart from this, Multilayer
Perceptron (MLP) also applied to predict the upcoming question topic.
The application program will first wait for the user’s response by providing a
single button. Once the button was being clicked, the system will start perform the
prediction. After the topic has been predicted, the system will proceed and connect to
internet to find and download the related article for question generating process. The
question generation action is performed once the related article has been downloaded
and followed by the question ranking process. After the generated questions are being
ranked, the application program will display to the user for review and study.
There is an implementation issue that has been faced by this application
program which is internet connection. The internet connection will affect and prevent
the system from downloading related article and this may directly stop the system
from proceeding to the rest of the processes and actions.
Another problem encountered in this project was that the difficulty faced in
obtaining past MUET questions. These questions are not available publicly on the
Internet. It is hard to collect the whole complete set of question. One has to buy the
related books and manually input these questions into electronic format. Even then,
the content of these books are often incomplete.
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Moreover, while the main objective was focusing on predict, generate and
rank the question, the system is having poor user interface and not able to generate the
possible answers for users especially students. In the future, the system can be further
enhanced to generate question together with the answer to allow users to check their
answer after they finish attempting the generated questions. Besides, the system can
be further designed and developed to be more users friendly.
In addition, as the system has the ability to predict the trend of upcoming
question topic, with proper enhancement in the future, it might extend the
functionality to predict other kind of question trends, says O-level, A-level or even
SPM and STPM question trends.
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Appendix A
Meaning of the Word
This appendix will describe each word in detail. In this project, in order to
extract sentence that comprises the combination of different components and
structures, several specific terms are used to describe each component. The following
are the terms that used in Question Generation (QG) process.
1. Semantic entailment
The semantic entailment of a sentence indicates the deepest message that
conceal inside that sentence. For instance, Mason lives in Kuala Lumpur
entails Mason lives in Malaysia. However, it is not true in the reverse way. It
is not the case that Mason lives in Malaysia entails Mason lives in Kuala
Lumpur. Sometimes, an entailment can be a connection between set of
sentences. For instance, Alan washed his car happily. From this sentence,
some entailment might be: (a) Alan owns a car; (b) Alan likes to wash his car;
and (c) Alan’s car was being washed.

2. Presupposition
The presupposition of a sentence is an implicit assumption or prediction about
the background story of that sentence. Normally, a sentence’s presupposition
relates to a person whose fact or truth is taken for granted in discourse. For
instance, Do you still sleeping? has the presupposition of the person had slept
for some time.
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3. Adjunct modifiers
Adjunct modifiers can be described as a part of sentences that can be removed
without making another sentence ungrammatical. In other words, adjunct
modifiers used to descript another sentence to make it more understandable,
but will not make the sentence become weird even after being removed. For
example, John is driving a car, which belongs to his father, to Ipoh. The
adjunct modifier of this sentence is “which belongs to his father”. It makes
thelistener or reader to know that the car being drove by John is under his
father’s property.
4. Discourse connective
Discourse connective is a word or a set of sentences that make a set of
sentences or paragraph connected to each other. The examples of popular
discourse connective that usually will be used in paragraph are however,
nevertheless, on the other hand, apart from that and etc.

5. Conjunctions
Usually, conjunction is part of sentences that connects two words or sentences.
It is different as discourse connective. It is an invariable grammatical particle
which may or may not stand between the items it conjoins. For example, and,
or, but, because, since, so and etc.
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Appendix B
R script for performing classification
#install packages
install.packages(RTextTools,dependencies=TRUE)
require("RTextTools")
# set the directory
dataDirectory <- "C:\\Users\\JPCHOI\\Desktop\\Marchine Learning\\"
# load data
data <- read.csv(paste(dataDirectory, 'features.csv', sep=""),header=TRUE)
# Create document term matrix
dtMatrix <- create_matrix(data["Keyword"])
# Configure training data
container <- create_container(dtMatrix, data$Class, trainSize=1:135, virgin=FALSE)
# train SVM Model
model <- train_model(container, "SVM", kernel="linear", cost=1)
# load prediction data
predictionData <- read.csv(paste(dataDirectory, 'sample.csv', sep=""), header=FALSE)
# create prediction document term matrix
predMatrix <- create_matrix(predictionData, originalMatrix=dtMatrix)
# create container for the prediction data
predSize = length(predictionData)
predictionContainer <- create_container(predMatrix, labels=rep(0,predSize),
testSize=1:predSize, virgin=FALSE)
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# predict
results <- classify_model(predictionContainer, model)
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